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I. INTRODUCTION 
~(x)' y 
p<~x 
p : prime 
Let p be an odd prime number. We define 
g(p) = the least positive integer which is a primitive root mod p, 
G(p) = the least prime which is a primitive root mod p. 
Numerical examples show that, in most cases, g(p) are very small. 
Among the first 19,862 odd primes up to 223,051, g(p)=2 happens for 
7429 primes (37.4%), g (p)=3 happens for 4518 primes (22.8%), and 
g(p)<6 holds for about 80% of these primes. And we can support this 
observation by a probabilistic argument. In fact, for a given prime p, there 
are p -1  invertible residue classes, among which q~(p-1) classes are 
primitive modulo p, where ~0 denotes Euler's totient function. So, on the 
assumption of good distribution of the primitive residue classes mod p, we 
can surmise that, 
for almost all prime p, g(p) is not very far from (p -  1)/ 
~o(p- 1). (1) 
The function (p -1 ) /q~(p-1)  fluctuates irregularly, but we can prove the 
asymptotic formula: 
p --____~1 _ (log log x~, 
~o(p-1) C+O\ logx ,/ 
( 1) 
C= 1-] 1 + - -  - 2.827. 
p: prime (p  I )2 
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So we can surmise that 
p -1  
for almost all prime p, - -  is not very far from the constant C. 
,p(p - 1 ) (2) 
Combining (1) and (2), we can expect that, for almost all p, g(p) is not 
very far from the constant C. We infer from this argument that 
[{p < x; g(p) >f(p)}[ = o(x(x)) (3) 
holds for any monotone increasing positive function f(x) tending to 
infinity. It is accordingly conjectured that g(p) ~, p~ with any e > 0, but only 
much weaker results have been obtained so far: 
Burgess [2]: g(p) ~ p(l/4)+e, with any e > 0, 
Wang [12]: under the assumption of the Generalized Riemann 
Hypothesis (G.R.H.), 
g(p) ,~ (o(p - ! )6 (log p)2, (4) 
where ~o(m) denotes the number of distinct prime factors of the integer m. 
On the other hand, concerning the lower estimation, Turfin [ 11 ] proved 
that 
g(p) = (2(log p). 
And Montgomery, with n2(p) being the least quadratic non-residue 
modulo p, proved that, under G.R.H., 
n2(p) = (2((log p)(log log p)). 
(Recently, Graham and Ringrose proved unconditionally that n2(p)= 
f2((log p)(log log log p)), cf. [5].) Since g(p) > n2(p)  , under G.R.H., we 
have 
g(p) = s p)(log log p)). (5) 
As for the magnitude of G(p), the following results are known: 
Linnik (cf. [10]): G(p)~ pA, for some positive constant A, 
Elliott [4-]: G(p) < 475(log p)8/5 holds for infinitely many primes, 
Heath-Brown [6]: G(p)< 5 for infinitely many primes, 
Ankeny [1]: under the assumption of G.R.H., 
G(p) ~ (Ylog y)2 with Y= 2 ~ U(log p). 
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And concerning average type results, 
Burgess and Elliott [3]: 
zt(x)-I ~ g(p) ,~ (log x) 2 (log log X) 4. (6) 
p<~x 
It is remarkable that (6) gives a slightly better estimate than the average 
form of (4), and, taking into account (5), (4) is almost best possible. 
In this article, we prove the following theorem which, roughly speaking, 
means that, under G.R.H., not only g(p) but also G(p) behaves according 
to our expectation (3): 
THEOREM 1. We assume G.R.H. 
(I) Let f (x)  be a monotone increasing positive function of x with the 
properties that 
lira f (x)  = ~,  f(x) ~ (log x) ~ 
x~co 
Then the inequality 
for some A>O, f (x)~f(1-~gx) .  
G(p)~f(p)  
holds for all primes not exceeding x with at most O(rt(x)/log f(x)) excep- 
tions, where the O-constant depends only on A. 
(II) Let F be a sufficiently large constant, then, for any sufficiently 
large x, the inequality 
G(p) <__ F 
holds for all prime p < x, except for at most Bn(x)/(log F) primes, where B 
is an absolute constant. 
Here we remark that, from the definitions of g(p) and G(p), we have 
g( p ) < G( p ) 
and that the same assertion of Theorem 1 holds for g(p). 
We know from (5) that 
G(p) = 12((log p)(log log p)), 
but, as a trivial consequence of Theorem 1, we can show that this 
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inequality happens not very frequently; &t D be an arbitrary positive 
constant; then, under G.R.H., 
I{P; P is a prime < x, G(p) > D(log p)(log log P)}I '~ - -  
log log x' 
where the constant implied by the ~ -symbol depends" only on D. 
In part (I) of Theorem 1, we obtain three assumptions about f (xt ,  
among which the last two are necessary for technical purposes. In fact, 
when a function h(x) increases more rapidly than (log x) A, we can still con- 
clude that G(p) < h(p) for almost all primes p < x, but the estimate of the 
number of exceptions which appeared in (I) might not be of the asserted 
order for this h(x). 
As for the average order of g(p), if we assume G.R.H. and we combine 
our argument and the results described by Burgess and Elliott [3], we can 
improve their result as follows: 
THEOREM 2. We assume G.R.H. Then we have 
7"c(x) 1 E g(P) ~ (log x)(log log X) 7. 
p ~< x 
Theorem 1 is obtained as an application of the following result I-9]. 
Let a be a squarefree integer > 2, and n be a positive integer. We put 
N~a")(x)= {p: p is a prime number <x, [(Z/pZ)*: (a (mod p) ) ]  =n}, 
where (Z/pZ)* denotes the multiplicative group of all invertible residue 
classes modulo p, (a (modp) )  the cyclic subgroup generated by the 
residue class a (rood p), and [ : ] the index of the subgroup. 
THEOREM A. (I) Let ~ be an arbitrary positive number. Under the 
assumption of G.R.H., we have 
( x )  
IN~"~(x)l = C2 ) gi(x) + O {n~(log log x) + log a} (logx) 2 , 
where the constant implied by the O-symbol depends only on ~. 
(II) We have, for any positive real number z, 
z <':, +o(!) 
n~z 
where the constant implied by the O-symbol is absolute. 
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Part (I) of this theorem is a generalization of Hooley's [7] result, con- 
firming, under the assumption of G.R.H., Artin's conjecture for primitive 
roots. 
Before we prove Theorem 1, we prepare a few auxiliary lemmas which 
are concerned with algebraic number theory--indeed the calculation of 
degrees of extension fields plays an important role in our arguments. The 
proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 are given in Sections 3 and 4, respectively. 
From now on, the letters p and q are reserved to indicate a rational 
prime number, (k denotes a kth root of unity, [L : K] denotes the degree 
of the algebraic number field L over K, Q denotes the field of rational 
numbers, Z denotes the ring of integers, and #(n) denotes M6bius's 
function. 
2. PRELIMINARY LEMMAS 
LEMMA 1. Let K be a Galois extension over Q with degree n, and 3 be 
the absolute discriminant of K. We assume the Riemann Hypothesis for the 
Dedekind (-function of this field K. Then the number of rational prime p <<. x 
which decompose completely into n first-degree ideals in K is given by 
1 Li(x)+ O(w/~ log(x[J[ t/")), 
n 
where the O-constant is absolute. 
For the proof see, for example, [5]. 
Let K1, ..., K,~ be algebraic number fields; I = { 1, 2 ..... m }. For any J ~_/, 
let 1-Ij~jKj denote the composite field of all Kj with j~J;  A(J) and n(J) 
denote the discriminant and the degree of the field 1-Ij ~ j Kj, respectively. 
LEMMA 2. Let K, K1 ..... K,, be Galois extensions over Q with 
.... K m K]= [K iK :K]=d j>I  for j= l ,  m, and assume that [ 1-L=IKj: 
1-Ijml dJ" Let W(x) be the set 
W(x) = {p <~x; p decomposes completely into first-degree 
ideals in K/Q, but p does not decompose completely 
in any KKj/Q }. 
Under the assumption of G.R.H., we have 
1 =1~1 1 -1  Li(x) I W(x)l [KQ]j 
+ Z O(,,~log(xIJ(J)l~/"~s))). 
J~_ I  
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Proof 
write 
By Lemma 1 and the inclusion--exclusion 
( - 1 ) j~p 
Im(x)l = s~,~ [KIq~jK:" Q] Li(x) 
+ Z O(x/-s176 
principle, we may 
Since we have [KI]j~jKj:K]=I-I j~jdj for any J~-L our assertion 
follows immediately. 
LEMMA 3. For primes a~ ..... a d and also for primes ql ..... qr, we define 
the algebraic number field L by 
L :L ({a ,  ..... ad}; {ql, . . . ,  qr}) 
i= l j= l  
Then we have the following estimations: 
(-I qai-l<=[L'Q]<= f i  (qi-1)qai 9 
i=1  i= l  
Proof. The upper bound is trivial. As for the lower bound, let q be one 
of the qe's, and we consider the chain of the fields: 
OcQ(~q)cQ(~q, q~)  c 
. . ,  
The prime ideal (ai) ramifies in Kq, but if a i r  q, this ideal can ramify only 
at the extension Q((q, q~l, ..., qx/~-~ l )c  Q(~q, ~ ..... q~), so these two 
fields are not equal. Therefore the degree [Kq : Q] is divisible by qd-1, and 
since Kq is a subfield of L, [L : Q] is also divisible by qd- 1. Q.E.D. 
The following Lemma 4 is the key lemma in our proofs of Theorems 1
and 2. 
For primes a~ ..... ad and also for primes ql .... , q,, we define the set 
P= e(x; {al, ..., aa}; {ql ..... q,}) 
= {p<~x; Vaj, ~q, s.t. [(Z/pZ)* : (aj mod p) ]  =0 (mod qi), 
Vq~, Saj s.t. [(Z/pZ)* : (aj  mod p) ]  =0 (mod qi)}, 
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where we use the notations (Z/pZ)*, ( ) ,  and [ 9 ] with the same 
meaning as in Theorem A. Here we remark that, by the second condition 
of the above definition, any element of P satisfies 
p -- 1 (mod qi), for any qi, i = 1, 2 ..... r. 
Let K denote a composite field of some Q((qi)'s and some Q((q,, q'x/~j)'s, 
n(K) denote the absolute degree of K, and A(K) denote the absolute 
discriminant of K. We put 
O = max (IA(K)I 1/,~1~)). 
K 
LEMMA 4. Under the assumption of G.R.H., we have 
where R = Fir= 1 qi and the O-constant is absolute. 
Proof. We prove this by induction on r. In what follows, we make use 
of the notation L({al ..... ad}; {q~ ..... q,}) with the same meaning as in 
Lemma 3. 
In case r= 1, we remark that, for an odd prime p, the condition 
[(Z/pZ)* : (a rood p) ]  -= 0 (mod q) is equivalent to the fact that p decom- 
poses completely into first-degree ideals in Q(~q, q~)/Q. Then any 
peP(x; {al ..... ad}; {q}) must decompose completely into first-degree 
ideals in the field L({al ..... ae}; {q}). Then Lemmas 1 and 3 show that our 
assertion is true when r = 1. 
Now we assume that our assertion is verified until r -1  and we prove 
case r. We put A={al, . . . ,ad} and let S~A with ISl=s, S '=A-S ,  
Q'= {ql ..... qr--1}, and R'=I--[~-~ qi. 
We introduce the set 
T (S )={peP;  VaeS, [(Z/pZ)*: (amodp) ]=O(modqr ) ,  
VaeS, VqeQ', [(Z/pZ)*: (amodp) ]  ~O(modq),  
Vae S', 3qe Q', [(Z/pZ)* : (a mod p) ]  --0 (mod q)}. 
Obviously T(S)~_P(x; S'; Q'). We consider the relation between 11"(8)1 
and IP(x; S'; Q')I, and prove the estimation 
I T(S)l < (q , -  1) R IP(x; S'; Q')I 
+ 0(2 ~, - 1)(d- ,) + t, - 11 dX/~ Iog(xO )), (8) 
where 0 is the same as above. 
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We begin by proving (8). Here we need some other new notation. We 
take the set of fields ~(= {Q((q), Q(~q, ~);  qEQ', aeS'} and let .~ be 
the set of all fields that can be obtained by the composition of a finite 
number of elements of ~ .  Correspondingly, Lr = .~'w {Q((qr), Q((q,, ~/a); 
a~S} and if' is the set of all fields which are the composition of a finite 
number of elements of 5~ Furthermore we define K=L(S: {qr}), 
K'= L(S'; Q'), and L' = L(A; Q') (cf. Fig. 1 ). 
It is easy to see that any element of ~ is a subfield of K' and any 
element of f~' is a subfield of KK', and that all of these elements are Galois 
extensions over Q. 
Now, for any N~,  we introduce the sets: 
P (N)= {p<~x; p decomposes completely into first degree ideals in 
N/Q, but for any N'~ ~ with N '~ N, p does not decompose completely 
into first-degree ideals in N'/Q }, 
U(N) = P(N) ~ P(x; S'; Q'), 
V(N) = P(N) c~ T(S). 
Some U(N) might be ~b. If N-~ N', then U(N)m U(N')= ~b, and any element 
of P(x; S'; Q') is contained in some U(N). So { U(N); N~} gives a parti- 
tion of P(x;S';Q'), and, similarly, {V(N);N~r "} gives a partition of 
T(S). Once we can prove, for any N~a~7 ~,
I V(N)] < CJ U(N)I + (small error term) (9) 
L=L(A; {q, ..... qr}) 
I 
KL' 
KK' , \ /  
KN K' = L(S'; Q') 
L(S; {q,})= [K~ 
\ l  
Q 
FIGURE 1 
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with a constant C which does not depend on N, then we can proceed, 
without taking into account he error terms for a while, as follows: 
[T(S)I= ~ V(N) = ~ IV(N)[ <<. C ~. IU(N)I 
NE )~ N e ,)? Nr 
E t. t = C U(N) = CIP(x; S ,  Q )l, 
~ 
Nc~ 
and we can obtain a formula of type (8). 
In order to verify this, we begin by estimating I U(N)I. From the defini- 
tion of U(N), 
U(N) ~_ P(x; S'; Q') _ {p <~ x; p - 1 (rood q) for any q ~ Q'}. 
Therefore any element of U(N) decomposes completely at least in the 
extension Q(~q; q~Q')/Q. If N does not contain this extension, then 
U(N) = ~b. So it is sufficient o consider only such an N which contains all 
~q, q ~ Q', and then the extension K'/N is composed by Kummer extensions 
with prime degree. We can chose a suitable subset F% {Q(~q, q~);  
a ~ S', q ~ Q' } such that 
K'=N 1-I H and [-K" N] = l~ [HN: N]. 
H~F H~F 
Then it is clear that we can apply Lemma 2 to evaluate ]U(N)J. We define 
the number h(i) by q~(il II I-K' " N] ;  then we have 
1 ~1-]1 ( 1~ h(i' [U(N)I - IN" O~ 1 - -  Li(x)+ O(2 It1 ,,fx log(xO)). (10) 
i=1 q i J  
Now we estimate ]V(N)I. For the same reason as above, it is sufficient o 
consider such an N that contains all ~q, q e Q'. Let p ~ V(N); we can verify 
the following facts easily: 
(a) p decomposes completely into first-degree ideals in KN/Q, 
(b) for any Ne 5~ with l~'~ KN, p does not decompose completely in 
N/Q, 
(c) if some field H=Q(~q, qx/-a) with a~S, q EQ' satisfies 
HKN ~ KN, then HKN/KN is a Kummer extension of degree q, and p does 
not decompose completely in this extension. 
Since (a) and (b) are trivial, here we prove only (c). Let H= Q(~q, q~) 
with q~Q', a~S; suppose HKN~KN and that p~V(N) decomposes 
completely into first-degree ideals in HKN/KN. Since N~ ~q, p decomposes 
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completely in H/Q, which means that there exist an a E S and q ~ Q' which 
satisfy [(Z/pZ)* " (a rood p) ]  - 0 (mod q). This contradicts p ~ T(S). 
Now we can chose a subset A _~ { Q((q, ~x~); a E A, q ~ Q } such that 
KL' = KN ]-] H and [KL" KN] = I] [HKN" KN]. 
H~A t t~,4  
Then, taking into account (b) and (c), we can apply Lemma 2 again to 
evaluate [V(N)f. We define the number h(i)' by q~)' I[ [KK' 9 KN], and we 
have 
[ V(N)J 1 -  +O(21Aix~log(xO)). (11) 
q# 
Combining (10) and (11), we obtain 
]V(N)I-[KN Q]~=~ 1 
9 q i /  
+ O(2 ~' x~ log(xO)), 
- h ( i )  
I U(N)I 
(12) 
where 7=max{lFI ,  iAI}. Here we define the numbers e(i), e(i)', and f( i )  
for i= 1 ,2 , . . . , r -  1 as 
qe(i) II go(R), q~('~' rl go(R'), q{~i) Ir(qr - 1 ). 
Then we can prove that 
h( i ) ' -  h(i) > s - e(i) - 1. (13) 
In fact, [KL' : KN] = [KL' : Q]/[KN : Q]; but [KL' : Q] is divisible by 
[L ' :  Q], and Lemma 3 says that [L ' :  Q] can be divided by qie Q' at least 
d -  1 times9 On the other hand, [KN: Q] = [KN: N] [K ' :Q] / [K ' :N] ,  
where [K ' :Q]  can be divided by qieQ' at most d-s+e( i ) '  times; 
[KN : N] ~< [K : Q] and the latter can be divided by the same qi at most 
f( i)  times; [K' : N] is divisible by q, just h(i) times. Therefore, [KN : Q] 
can be divided by q~ at most f ( i )+ d -s  + e( i) ' -h( i )  times, and these give 
(13). 
In addition, by Lemma 3 again, [KN : N] can be divided by qr at least 
s -  1 times. Then the formula (12) turns into 
I s/'~0(R')'~s/, 1 I U(N)r 
fV IN)Z  (qr .l - 
+ (the error term of (12)), 
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and, 
r - - l (  1 ~--e(i)-- 1 
q~ 1] 1 - - -  <(qr -1 )R .  
i= 1 qi/ 
Consequently, we could verify (9). Summing up this formula for all Ne 
satisfying N~ (q, q ~ Q', and taking into account he estimates such as 
IF l<~(r -1) (d-s) ,  IAl<~(r-1)s, 
I{N~; N:3~q, q~Q'}l <21rl <2(~ 1)(d--s), 
we then can obtain formula (8). 
Now we return to the proof of Lemma 4. By the induction hypothesis 
and (8), we get easily that 
I T(S)I < Rrq~(R) qrSJS(1 _ j )U-s  Li(x) 
+ O(2tr 1)(d-- s) + (r l~d X/~ 1og(x~9)) ' 
where J=  q~(R')/R'. It is easy to see that P_  Us=_A T(S); then 
IPI ~ [T(~b)I +~ IT({aj})[ + ~ IT({ai, aj})l + ... 
aj ai # aj 
< R~q~(R) (1 -  J)d 1 
+ (1- - J )d-2+ --. Li(x) 
S=0 
The leading coefficient is equal to Rr~0(R){(1 - J )+  (J/qr)} d and (1 - J )+  
(J/qr) = 1 - ~(R)/R. Consequently we have proved our formula (7) for the 
case of r, and, at the same time, this completes our proof of Lemma 4. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1. 
In the two following sections, we abbreviate the residual index of a 
modulo p, [(Z/pZ)* : (a rood p) ] ,  by r(a, p). 
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Proof of Theorem l(I). In order to prove this result, it is sufficient o 
prove that our statement is true for any monotone increasing function f(,xl 
which satisfies 
f (x) ,~ (log x) 1'2-~ for some e,> 0, and lim f (x ,= ~, . f (x) ,~ f (  -~ .  
k lUg .z /  
Because, once we can prove our result for anyf (x)  of the above type, then, 
for f (x )= (log x) A with A > 89 we have 
]{p<x;  G(p)>f(p)}] < [{p<x;  G(p)> (log p)~"2-';}r 
re(x) Arc(x) 4" 
loglog x logf(x)" 
Our proof of Theorem l(I) consists of four steps. Given a function f(x) 
as above, we put 
A = {a; a is a prime, 2<a<f(x)}. 
G(p) is nothing else but the least prime number a for which r(a, p) ~ 0 
(mod q) for any prime q. First we take up the condition G(p)<~f(x), 
instead of G(p)<~f(p), and we consider the "complementary set": 
H(x )= {p <~ x; Va e A, 3q, r(a, p)=O (mod q)}. 
In the first three steps, we obtain the estimate 
Li(x) 
IH(x)l ~ logf(x------)" (14) 
First step. Here we look into the subset of H(x): 
H'(x) = {p E H(x); Va ~ A, r(a, p) <<.fix)}. 
Let V= {q; 2<~q<.f(x)}, ~ be the set of all subsets of V except ~b, and 
be the set of all functions from A to ~.  For ~ ~ 2, we put 
P(~)= {p~H'(x); Va~A, Vqe((a), r(a,p)-O(modq) 
Va~A, Vqr r(a, p) ~ 0 (mod q)}. 
We remark that any p E H'(x) is contained in one and only one P((), ~ ~ ~,. 
In fact, for such a p, we define the function ~ by 
((a) = {q; q is a prime factor of r(a, p)}; 
then it is obvious that ~ e-~ and p ~ P((), and that PC P(~')for any ~'~ ~. 
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Consequently we have 
U P(~)~_ll'(x), where ~ is a disjoint union. (15) 
~e2 
Now let us abbreviate I f (x )  ~/3] = z ;  we divide ~ into two parts: 
a 
Our purpose in this step is to show that 
~, P(O ~ Li(x)(f(x)-~l/4~). (16) 
Proof Let peP(~) with ~eZ' ;  we put Uo~A~(a)={ql ..... q,}, with 
ql < " < q,, t>z. Then p must decompose completely into first-degree 
ideals in the cyclotomic extension Q(~q, ..... ~q,)/Q, and of course it decom- 
poses completely in Q(~q, ..... ~q:)/Q. Thus it is proved that 
p(~)c_ U {p~x; p decomposes completely into 
~cE'  W~ V 
Lw[ =z  
first-degree ideals in the extension Q(~q; q ~ W)/Q }. 
Making use of Lemma 1, we get the estimate 
:~z "P(~) <( ,~v ~@)n))Li(x)+O(([f~c)])xf~l~ ' (17, 
~,) (n)  - : 
where Y= I-Ip~1(~)P. The error term is easily estimated by O(xZ/]). As for 
the leading coefficient in (17), we have 
1 1( n 1 ): 11  - q)(n)<=z--S J _< ~. (log log z + C)=, 
n lY  " p<~/ ' (x l r - -  
~o(n)  = : 
and, with Stirling's formula, it is estimated by 
exp {z(log(C + log log z)) + z - z(log z) - 89 z)} 
exp( - 88 log(f (x)) 3 fx /~) .  
This completes the proof of (16). 
641/37/1-5 
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Second step. Now we turn to consider the case of ~ E-~", that is, the set 
{Ua~A ~(a)} is a relatively small set in V; we again put U,~A ~(a)= 
{ql ..... q,}, t<<-z=[f(x)l/3] 9 Then it is easily seen that p(r 
P(x; A; {ql ..... q,}), whose definition is given in Lemma 4, and therefore 
~z P(~) < ~ IP(x;A; W)r. (18) 
" w~v.  IWl<~: 
We put 0 = maxKIA(K)I ~/.~c>, where K is restricted to such fields which are 
the composite fields of finite elements of {Q(~q), Q(~q, q~);  q ~ v, a ~ A }; 
then Lemma 4 directly gives the estimate 
IP(x;A; W)[ ~R IWl+l 1 -- Li(x) 
+ O(22j wj ~(flx~ x~ log(xO)), (19) 
with R=l-Iq~wq. First, we consider the error term; since f i x )= 
o ( l~x) ,  we have 
22t wt ~ls~x)~ < exp(2 log 2 o((log x)5/6)), 
and 
q V a~A 
Thus the error term in (19) is evaluated by 0(x2/3). As for the leading 
coefficient, 
log(R I wlcp(R)) < (I WI + 1 )(log R) < [ WI(I WI + 1 ) log(f (x)) 
and 
f(x) 2/3 log(f (x)), 
,og{(, } 
< --n(f(x)) [ logf (x)  +O (logf(x))2 , 
where Co is the Euler constant. Consequently, (19)becomes 
[P(x; A; W)I "~ Li(x) exp(-C' f (x) ( logf(x))  2), 
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with some positive constant C'. Now it is easy to see that the number of 
We_ V with I W[ ~< z is bounded by f(x) z § 1 <= exp(f(x)l/3 log(f (x))) f(x). 
Taking into account (18), we obtain 
/ r P(~) = Li(x) O(exp{-C"f(x)( logf(x)) 2}). (20) 
Formulas (15), (16), and (20) give that 
IH'(x)] ~ Li(x)(f(x)) -~/4),:3 fr-F;i). (21) 
Third step. In this step we consider the set 
H"(x) = {p<.x; 3aeA, r(a, p)> f(x)}. 
We make use of the estimate 
]H"(x)l< ~ ]{p~<x;r(a,p)>f(x)}[, 
aeA 
and we apply Theorem A to estimate the quantity which appeared on the 
right-hand side, because a is a prime. We chose a positive number e' under 
the condition 
then we have 
f (x)  2+ e'~ (log x)/(log log x); 
[{p<.x; r(a, p)> f(x)}[ 
I f (x ) ]  
=~(x) -  ~ ]{p<~x;r(a,p)=n}[ 
n~l  
= 1-  C~ n) L i (x)+O loga+log logx  ~ n a x 
n=l  n~l  
~{f--~ +l~ x (l~ l~ x)} Li(x)" 
We sum up this estimate for all a t  A; then, since IA] = n(f(x)), we obtain 
1 f(x) 2 + "' log log x~ 
[//"(x)l ,~ iog(f(x)) v ~) - )  To~ J Li(x) 
log(f(x)) i Li(x). 
Consequently, with (21), the proof of (14) is complete. 
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Fourth step. Here we finish our proof of Theorem 1(1). We have to 
estimate the cardinality of the set 
B(x) = { p <~ x; f (p )  < C(p) <= f(x)}, 
but this is now rather easy: whenf(x)  satisfies the conditions in Theorem 1, 
then the function F(x)=f(x(log x) J) also satisfies these conditions, and it 
is easily seen that 
/ (+) [/~(x)l< x <p<<.x;G(p)>F(x) - IU (x ) l+~ . (22) 
Then (14) shows that 
{1-~gx<P<~x;G(p)>F(x)} ~Li(x)(logF(x)) ' 
Li(x)(logf(x)) 1 
because ( logF(x))- l=O((logf(x)) J). Now formulas (14) and (22) 
immediately give our Theorem l(I). 
Theorem l(II) is a "finite version" of the first part, and we can prove it 
by the same method. Q.E.D. 
In Theorem l(I), we proved that 
[{p ~< x; G(p) > f(x)}[ ,~ Li(x)(log f(x)) 1. 
It seems that ( logf(x))  i on the right-hand side is not best possible. But 
a refinement of this result seems to be difficult. As for the g(p), we can 
expect an analogous result; 
[{p ~< x; g(p) > f (x)  } [ ,~ Li(x) H(f(x))-1, 
with some function H(X). Taking Theorem 1 into account, H(X) must be 
a function of higher order than log X. But it seems very difficult to obtain 
a better H(X) by extending our method. For this purpose, first we must 
extend our Theorem A to the case when a is not square free, and second 
we must execute very complicated calculations of the degree of algebraic 
number fields such as  L ({a  1 ..... ad}, {ql ..... qr}). As for the first point, the 
author has already succeeded in extending Theorem A to the case when 
a=b h with (h ,n)= 1. But he cannot prove the analogous result to 
Lemma 4. 
The result of Hooley [5] and the result of Matthews [6] say that, 
roughly speaking, the two facts, "a is a primitive root modulo p" and 
"b is a primitive root modulo p," are almost independent. And this is in 
accordance with the contents of our Theorem 1. 
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4. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
We start from the ingenious work of Burgess and Elliott [3]. They 
proved in their Lemma 6 that 
X 
g(P) ~ (log x) - - - - - -~'  (23) 
p<~x 
pr  
where $5 is a subset of the set T(x) = {p ~< x; m(p - 1 ) < C~ log log x}, with 
a positive absolute constant C~ (see [3, formula (29)]). Therefore, in order 
to prove our Theorem 2, it is sufficient o consider G(p) on the set T(x). 
Here we introduce a few notations: 
R(a, p)= {q: qlr(a, p)}, 
A = {a; a is a prime, a<log  x}, 
V'= {q;q<(logx)2}. 
We divide T(x) into three parts: 
T~l)= {pc T(x); G(p)<logx} 
T(2)= {pc T(x); G(p)>log x, VaeA, R(a, p)~_ V'} 
T(3)= {pc T(x); G(p)> log x, 3a~ A, 3q~ R(a, p), qq~ V'}. 
It is clear that 
g(P)< ~ G(P)<lT(1)t (logx)~x(x)logx. 
pE T {1) pe  T (1) 
In what follows, we estimate I T(i)l, i = 2, 3. 
Estimate of I T~2)l. With the notation of Lemma 4, 
T(2) ~- U P(x; A; W) 
W~_V"  
I WI < CI log log x 
and Lemma 4 shows that 
,P(x; A; W)I < R'W'+ I (1-q~(~))'A' Li(x) 
.4_ O(221wi  L,41 x/ /X log(xO)), 
where R---I~q~wq. Since [Wl<Clloglogx and IAl41ogx, 
estimate the sum of the error terms: 
0(22, wl tal ~ log(xO)) = 0(x2/3). 
W~V ' 
[ W] < CI log log x 
we  
(24) 
can 
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As for the leading term, we have 
log(R I wl +~) < (j W] + 1) log(((log x)2) c' ~'g log ~) ,~ (log log x) 3, 
and 
) ( , )  - - -  _ 1 -p  log 1 go ) IAI go(R)<_IA I ll~oglog.~ -<-]Af  R - p<C~ 
log x 1 
log log x log log log x" 
Consequently, we obtain the estimate 
[P(x; A; W)l < Li(x) exp( - C'(log x)/(log log x)2), 
and summing up this formula for all W~ V such that I WI < C1 log log x, 
f T(2)[ ,~ El(x) exp( - C"(log x)/(log log x)2). 
Since og(p - ! ) < C~ log log x on the set T(x), the estimate (3) gives 
E 
p E T (2) 
g(p) < I T(2)l(log x) 2 (log log x) 6 
Li(x) exp( -  D(log x)/(log log x)2), (25) 
with some positive constant D. 
Estimate of lT(3)[. Here we define three subsets of T(3): 
U (1)- {p~ TO); 3aeA, 3q6R(a, p) with 
(logx)2 <q<xf~(logx) 3} 
U(2)= {pe T(3); 3aeA, 3qeR(a, p)with 
x/~(log x)-3 < q < x//~(log x)} 
U t3) = {p e T(3); 3a e A, 3q ~ R(a, p) with x//x(log x) < q}. 
Of course, T(3)~__U(1)k..)U(2)k.dU (3), and we estimate in turn the car- 
dinalities of these sets. As for Ie(l)l and pU~2)I, we can get the following 
result by the same method which Hooley used in [7, pp. 211 and 219]: 
X 
I U(1)I '~ (log x) -------7' 
x log log x 
I U(2JI 
(log x) 2 
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We can calculate ]Ut3)[ in the same way as [7] again, but it needs a very 
slight improvement. I fp ~ U t3), then p is a divisor of (a re- ~)/q - 1) for some 
a ~ A, and (p - 1 )/q < ~v/x(log x)-  1. Therefore 
and so 
Consequently 
( I~ P )d iv ides  (a~A ~] (an - l ) )  ' 
p~ U{3) n ~ x /~( log  x)  1 
p > x ( Iog  x ) -  I 
1 x 
lUg3) I - -  ~ n ~ log a ,~ 
'~lOgXn<~v~(logx) I aE,4 (log x) 2" 
x log log x 
[ T(3)[ ,~ 
(log x) 2 
Using formula (3) again, we have 
g(p) ~ Li(x)(log x)(log log x) 7. 
p ~ T (3) 
(26) 
Now, formulas (23)-(26) imply the required result. Q.E.D. 
We conclude this paper by presenting a conjecture: 
CONJECTURE. 7Z(X) LZp<~xg(p),~(logx)~ forany 0~>0. 
Here we remark that it is possible to prove in the direction of the above 
conjecture that this conjecture is true outside of the set U~2~: 
1 ~ g(p)~( logxy for any ~t>0. 
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